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Abstract—Two new models for specific power losses in
cold-rolled motor lamination steel are described together with
procedures for coefficient identification from standard multifre-
quency Epstein or single sheet tests. The eddy-current and hys-
teresis loss coefficients of the improved models are dependent
on induction (flux density) and/or frequency, and the errors are
substantially lower than those of conventional models over a very
wide range of sinusoidal excitation, from 20 Hz to 2 kHz and from
0.05 up to 2 T. The model that considers the coefficients to be
variable, with the exception of the hysteresis loss power coefficient
that has a constant value of 2, is superior in terms of applicability
and phenomenological support. Also included are a comparative
study of the material models on three samples of typical steel,
mathematical formulations for the extension from the frequency
to the time domain, and examples of validation from electrical
machine studies.

Index Terms—Brushless permanent-magnet (BLPM) motor,
cold-rolled motor lamination steel, core loss, electric machine,
Epstein test, finite-element analysis (FEA), interior permanent-
magnet (IPM) motor, iron loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ACCURATE analysis of electrical machines in the
modern industrial design environment requires efficient

methods of electromagnetic field computation based, among
other things, on adequate material description. In this respect,
a model for specific core losses in laminated steel was pro-
posed [1] and employed with constant coefficients in a number
of studies, e.g., [2]. Over the last decade, it has become more
apparent that, to improve the accuracy of a material model
that is based on the Steinmez equation or on a modified form
of it, some variability of the core-loss coefficients has to be
allowed, examples including a polynomial representation of the
hysteresis loss power coefficient [3] and a two-induction-step
approximation of all the coefficients [4], [5].
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TABLE I
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE MATERIALS

Recently published work on best-fit models has provided
additional demonstration that to achieve minimum errors over
the entire induction range between 0.05 and up 2 T and on a
relatively large frequency interval up to 400 Hz, the core-loss
coefficients have to be variable with induction and/or frequency
[6], [7]. This paper brings further original contributions by
describing yet another improved model that yields low errors
over a much wider range of frequencies, from as low as 20 Hz
to over 2 kHz, and is easier to identify and apply both in the
frequency and time domains. Furthermore, the model benefits,
at least in part, of additional phenomenological support directly
related to the low-frequency hysteresis cycles. Other topics
discussed include the comparison of different material models,
recommendations, and examples of practical use in the finite-
element analysis (FEA) of electric motors.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR SPECIFIC

CORE LOSSES

A. Experimental Data

Samples of different lamination thickness and nongrain-
oriented steel alloys, which are suitable for the high-volume
production of electrical machines, were analyzed. Due to space
limitations, only examples from two semiprocessed steels of
types A and B, denoted by SPA and SPB, respectively, and from
the widely available generic M43 fully processed steel will be
presented (Table I). Nevertheless, the methods described and
the trends identified are generally applicable to the wide class
of steels under consideration.

Material specific core-loss data are typically collected from
an Epstein or a single sheet tester (SST). Although the use of
such measurements is open to criticism—particularly because
of the unidirectional sinusoidal field excitation, which is only
partially representative of the electromagnetic field in electrical
machines—they constitute, at least so far, the only standardized
and widely available industrial procedure, making them a con-
venient choice also for material model coefficient identification.
Testing was performed on a Brockhaus Messtechnik MPG100D
ac/dc hysteresisgraph with a 40 A and 110 V amplifier that is

0093-9994/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Epstein measured losses of an SPA (semiprocessed electric steel of
type A) sample. Data are grouped in three frequency ranges.

coupled to an Epstein frame built according to the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard [8]. At
high frequency, in order to overcome the limitations due to the
combination of amplifier and coils, some Epstein strips were
removed from the frame. Core-loss characteristics of constant
frequency were measured in small induction increments of
0.05 T (Fig. 1), and some of the curves were employed for
model identification and the reminder for model validation.

B. Model With All the Coefficients Variable (VARCO)

A general expression

wFe = khfBα + kef
2B2 + kaf1.5B1.5 (1)

of specific core losses wFe in watts per pound (or watts
per kilogram), under sinusoidal field excitation of frequency
f , includes contributions from a hysteresis component with
coefficients kh and α, an eddy current component having the
coefficient ke, and an excess or anomalous loss component
with the coefficient ka [1]. In this section devoted to material
models, B denotes the magnetization or the induction as per
the specific ASTM terminology [8]. The units of measurement
employed throughout this paper also follow the ASTM rules
and the common industrial practice in the USA.

Conventionally, a relatively small amount of experimental
data around the line supply frequency of 50/60 Hz and typical
operating induction between 1 and 1.7 T are used to identify
constant values for the aforementioned core-loss coefficients,
and, in many cases, the errors between the numerical model and
the measurements are not acknowledged in published reports. A
recent study has shown that a very good fit, within a couple of
percent of error, between model (1) and Epstein measurements
can be achieved up to 400 Hz and 2 T by having all coefficients
variable with induction and/or frequency [6]. Our attempts of
extending this approach at higher frequencies were unsuccess-
ful as they yielded unacceptably large errors.

On the other hand, taking into account the fact that the
numerical separation of eddy current and excess losses is ques-

Fig. 2. Variation of the eddy current loss coefficient ke with induction and
frequency in the VARCO model (2) for the SPA sample.

tionable [6], [9], and that other published models do not include
an explicit term for the anomalous losses, e.g., [3] and [5],
it was assumed that ka = 0, and therefore

wFe = kh(f)fBα(f,B) + ke(f,B)f2B2 (2)

where the coefficient dependencies of frequency and induction
are noted.

With the exception of not including a term proportional
to f and B at a power of 1.5, the procedure for identifying
the coefficients for model (2) follows to a great extent the
algorithm published in [6] and, therefore, will only be briefly
described in the following. The division of (2) by f yields a
first-order polynomial equation, the coefficients of which are
identified by linear fitting with experimental data, and, after
further mathematical manipulation, ke, kh, and α are derived.
During numerical trials, it was found that, in order to obtain
satisfactorily low errors, the procedure has to be separately
applied on three frequency ranges, identified as low (up to
400 Hz), medium (400–1000 Hz), and high (above 1000 Hz;
Fig. 1). It is recommended that each range contains at least five
different core-loss curves of constant f . Within each range, the
eddy current coefficient ke was found to vary with magnetic
induction B (Fig. 2).

The step variations in between the three curves plotted in
Fig. 2 also indicate that ke decreases at high frequency, a be-
havior that can be, at least in part, explained through a reduction
in the electromagnetic penetration depth due to the skin effect.
Other authors considered the skin effect on the eddy current
loss through a correction factor that is calculated with trigono-
metric and hyperbolic functions of the product between the
square root of frequency and the ratio of the lamination thick-
ness and the electromagnetic field penetration depth [9], [10].
In this case, the trends are similar to those illustrated in Fig. 2;
however, the variations are less significant, and the differences
with respect to the new model are a subject for the authors’ on-
going research.

According to the new model (2), referred to in the following
as VARCO, the hysteresis power coefficient α is dependent on
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Fig. 3. Examples of the hysteresis loss coefficient α variation with induction
and frequency in the VARCO model (2) for the SPA sample.

Fig. 4. Hysteresis loss multiplicative coefficient kh and average α in the
VARCO model (2) for the SPA sample.

induction and frequency. For the example SPA steel, numerical
discontinuities are most noticeable on the 780 Hz curve, which
has an oscillatory variation, and on the 2.1 kHz curve, for which
α would be negative at induction higher than 0.2 T (Fig. 3). For
this material, the polynomial variation of α at high frequency
is also very sharp and causes a significant drop of the average
value α, which is plotted in Fig. 4, only to later support some
comparison remarks between different material models. The
variation of α with B is in line with previous findings, e.g.,
[3] and [6], whereas the somewhat oscillatory variation with f
and the fact that kh is only dependent on f (Fig. 4) are a result
of the mathematical algorithm for coefficient identification.

Third-order polynomial fits were used for ke (Fig. 2), α
(Fig. 3), and kh (Fig. 4) to compute the specific core losses
and compare the results with measurements (Fig. 5). Additional
explanations on the VARCO model and the coefficients for SPB
are provided in [7]. It should be noted that the fitting errors for
SPB and M43 (not shown here) are lower than for SPA.

Fig. 5. Example of errors between the VARCO model (2) and Epstein mea-
surements for SPA. The errors at the frequencies used for model identification
are not shown and are typically lower.

C. Model With Constant Value for the Hysteresis Loss
Power Coefficient α = 2 (CAL2)

A variation of (2), which assumes the hysteresis power
coefficient to be constant and equal to 2, i.e.,

wFe = kh(f,B)fB2 + ke(f,B)f2B2 (3)

and ke and kh both variable with f and B, is referred to in
the following as the CAL2 model. Similar models, but with
constant coefficients, were employed by other authors, for
example, in [11]–[13].

The division of (3) by f and B2 yields the following linear
equation:

wFe

fB2
= kh(f,B) + ke(f,B)f (4)

and the coefficients ke and kh are identifiable from the ex-
perimental specific core-loss ratio data W/lb/Hz/T2 of para-
metric B (Fig. 6). Graphically, ke represents the slope and kh

the y-axis crossing of the lines of (4), and the example shown
in Fig. 6 is clearly illustrative of the variability of coefficients
with induction.

The linear fit up to 400 Hz and 2 T was very good, with an r2

in excess of 0.98, for all the studied samples of different steel
alloys and gauges. Although, in principle, as little as two data
points are required for a linear fit, five frequencies were used
for the numerical study in the 25 to 400 Hz interval, i.e., 25, 60,
120, 300, and 400 Hz. The values derived through this approach
for ke and kh are denoted in Figs. 7 and 8 as corresponding to
the low-frequency fit. The coefficients were fitted, with an r2

greater than 0.9, to the following polynomials:

ke = ke0 + ke1B + ke2B
2 + ke3B

3 (5)

kh = kh0 + kh1B + kh2B
2 + kh3B

3. (6)

Third-order polynomials were employed mainly for numer-
ical convenience, as they were identified as a satisfactory
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Fig. 6. Linear fit of (4) with the slope identifying ke and the intersection with
the y-axis corresponding to kh for the CAL2 model (3) of the SPA sample.

Fig. 7. Variation of the eddy-current loss coefficient ke with induction and
frequency in the CAL2 model (3) for the SPA sample.

compromise between the requirements for, on one hand, a
good fit and, on the other hand, minimal experimental data and
computational burden. Examples of relative errors between the
mathematical model and Epstein measurements are provided
in Fig. 9.

To study the suitability of the CAL2 model for material
characterization over a wide range of induction and frequency,
experimental core-loss characteristics from seven nonuniformly
distributed frequencies of 25, 120, 400, 780, 1350, and
2100 Hz were employed for alternative model identification
(Figs. 7 and 8). Even in this case, with the exception of rela-
tively low frequencies and reduced induction, e.g., in Fig. 10,
the 50 Hz curve below approximately 1.5 T, the errors could be
satisfactory for practical electrical machine design and analysis.
It should be noted that attempts at building a CAL2 model with
five approximately uniformly distributed frequency curves over
a wide range of frequency were unsuccessful as they yielded
large errors.

The fitting to a low- and a wide-frequency range, separately,
points out that the eddy current and hysteresis coefficients for
the CAL2 model are both dependent on induction and fre-

Fig. 8. Variation of the hysteresis loss multiplicative coefficient kh with
induction and frequency in the CAL2 model (3) for the SPA sample.

Fig. 9. Example of errors between the low-frequency CAL2 model (3) and
Epstein measurements for SPA. The errors at the frequencies used for model
identification are not shown and are typically lower.

quency. The trend of the coefficient curves to converge toward
the same values at high induction, as illustrated in Figs. 7
and 8, is the numerical result of the fact that at those induction
values, core-loss measurements are available only at relatively
low frequency.

The example of Fig. 7 shows a substantial variation of
maximum to minimum ke of up to 200% with B for a given
frequency range and up to 150% in between frequency ranges
at given induction. The graph of Fig. 7 also illustrates the
reduction of ke with f , which correlates with the results and
the interpretation previously discussed for the VARCO model.
The influence of f on kh is reduced, which is in line with
expectations, because, as it will be demonstrated in Section IV,
this coefficient is dependent on the low-frequency hysteresis
cycles.

III. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION OF

MATERIAL MODELS

As a general remark, the maximum errors from the VARCO
and CAL2 models are comparable when a limited frequency
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Fig. 10. Example of errors between the wide-frequency CAL2 model (3) and
Epstein measurements for SPA at frequencies not used for model identification.
The y-axis scale limits are twice those of Fig. 9.

range, e.g., from the very low to 400 Hz, is considered for
coefficient identification (Figs. 5 and 9). For a given fixed
frequency, typically, the VARCO errors oscillate around a zero
value, which represents an obvious advantage in terms of over-
all compensation, as opposed to the CAL2 errors that, in certain
cases, end up being only negative or positive, as exemplified
by the 150, 180, and 250 Hz curves in Fig. 9 and the 850 and
1140 Hz curves in Fig. 10. Up to 400 Hz and 2 T, the errors
for our previously published model (1), which includes an
anomalous loss term and also has variable coefficients [6], are
generally lower; however, as previously mentioned, the model
could not be satisfactorily extended above the 400 Hz limit.

The polynomial fit of ke and kh is much better for CAL2
than that for VARCO, and the high r2 values would suggest
that fewer measurements are needed, and that, in principle, for
the core-loss curves of constant frequency, of the type shown
in Fig. 1, the increment of induction could be increased from
0.05 to 0.1 T and even higher. The fitting of the CAL2 model
over a wide f is of particular interest as it has the potential of
further reducing the input data by also minimizing the required
number of core-loss curves of constant frequency. However, as
best illustrated by the 50 Hz curve from Fig. 10, special care
should be taken in avoiding high-error regions, particularly if
these are likely to correspond to the operating conditions of the
magnetic circuit under study. In this respect, the combination of
a low-frequency and a wide-frequency CAL2 model represents
one possible improvement and will be exemplified in the next
section.

Not only does CAL2 demand, at least in principle, less
experimental data than VARCO for coefficient identification,
but it also has a much easier procedure for identifying the
coefficients. The algorithm for VARCO basically follows the
multistep procedure described in [6], which involves repeated
polynomial fittings, linear regressions, interval identification on
logarithmic curves, etc. On the other hand, CAL2 only requires
basic matrix manipulation, together with one linear fit of (4) and
two polynomial fits for (5) and (6), respectively, all of which can
be easily implemented even in a PC-based spreadsheet software
application.

In essence, VARCO and CAL2 are best-fit models, and, as
such, the physical interpretation of the coefficients and of their
variations can be only limited. The fact that VARCO and CAL2
yield relatively low errors, without containing an explicit term
for the anomalous losses, does not contradict in any way the ex-
istence of this loss component; however, it merely suggests that
its power coefficients may be different from the 1.5 value that
is specified in (1), mainly based on an early statistical study [1].

Such a hypothesis would explain why (1) could not be
successfully fitted over a wider range of frequency with our
procedure from [6] and would correlate at least in part with
the findings of other authors who concluded that the separation
of the anomalous losses from Epstein-type measurements may
not be possible [9]. For the VARCO and CAL2 models, the
inclusion of the anomalous loss contribution, partially in what
was identified as the eddy current component and, possibly, par-
tially in what was identified as the hysteresis loss component,
contributes to the explanation of the variation of coefficients.

Further physical interpretation of the kh coefficient based on
the low-frequency hysteresis cycles is presented in the follow-
ing section. Additional numerical support for the coefficient
variation is provided by the fact that when the same experimen-
tal data are employed for the identification, the results obtained
for ke as a function of B for VARCO and CAL2, at the very
first steps of the two procedures, respectively, are comparable
(Figs. 2 and 7). The values of kh are also comparable in between
the models above 1 T (Figs. 4 and 8).

The separation of the hysteresis component from the total
core losses is particularly important for electrical machine
analysis in order to correct for the effect of the minor hysteresis
loops [14]. Similar to the challenges that are related to the
separation of anomalous losses, the separation of the hysteresis
losses is, to a certain extent, debatable for both models intro-
duced in this paper, and this is, at least partially, due to the
frequency range grouping and the step approximations of the
frequency effects.

For the VARCO model, the loss coefficients are clearly dis-
continuous at the internal boundaries between the frequency
intervals, as shown in Figs. 2–4. In the study, the 400 Hz curve
was purposely considered both as part of the low-frequency and
midfrequency ranges, and, therefore, losses at this frequency
can be calculated with two different sets of coefficients.
Although the errors for the total core losses are very small, the
ratio of the hysteresis loss is different between the two cases
(Fig. 11).

A similar exercise was undertaken with the CAL2 model,
for which the 400 Hz curve is also included in the low- and
wide-frequency intervals. Again, the two sets of coefficients
yield a comparable hysteresis-eddy current split (Fig. 12).
Because the selection of the overlapped frequency intervals
and, within the intervals, of the actual frequencies is arbitrary,
it can be concluded on a more general basis that the exact
separation between the loss components is beyond the reach
of the best-fit models presented. However, it should be kept
in mind that although not widely recognized, this is a general
problem of a model such as (1), (2), or (3) with constant or
variable coefficients identified from standard multifrequency
Epstein or SST measurements.
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Fig. 11. Percentage of hysteresis loss and errors between total core loss of
the SPA sample computed with VARCO models and measured at the 400 Hz
overlap of two frequency ranges.

Fig. 12. Percentage of hysteresis loss and errors between total core loss of the
SPA sample computed with CAL2 models and measured at 400 Hz.

To achieve low fitting errors, within the frequency range
considered, the core-loss coefficients had to be variable with
induction for all the different cold-rolled motor lamination
steels studied, as exemplified in Figs. 13 and 14. A closer
inspection shows that even for the fully processed M43, for
which the coefficient curves appear flat due to the large scale,
the maximum-to-minimum ratio for ke is greater than 1.2 and
is almost 2 for kh. With reference to the data shown in Fig. 13,
it is interesting to note that for any of the three materials, its
average ke is within a maximum 14% difference of the value
that is calculated with the following “classical” formula:

ke =
π2σδ2

6ρv
(7)

based on the electrical conductivity σ, the volumetric mass
density ρV , and the lamination thickness δ. On a more general
basis, ke is dependent on the electromagnetic field penetration
(skin) depth, which, in turn, is a function of permeability and,
therefore, induction.

Fig. 13. Variation of the eddy current loss coefficient ke with induction in the
low-frequency CAL2 model for the three samples.

Fig. 14. Variation of the hysteresis loss multiplicative coefficient kh with
induction in the low-frequency CAL2 model for the three samples.

For the SPA steel sample, the constant low-frequency value
of ke that is calculated with (7) was found to be only 2.5%
greater than the average value of ke for the curve from Fig. 13.
Using this value, together with the average kh for the curve
from Fig. 14 and (3), the core losses were calculated, and the
relative error to the Epstein measurements proved to be very
large even at the frequencies employed for model identification
(Fig. 15). Similar numerical exercises were performed for
other materials, and it was found that although changing the
values of fixed coefficients changes the shape of the curves, it
can only improve the fit for a limited range of frequency and
induction, whereas the maximum error typically remains at
high percentages.

The example from Fig. 15 also illustrates the fact that,
for the particular case of 60 Hz line-fed motors with the
magnetic circuit loaded at approximately 1.6–1.9 T, even the
CAL2 model with constant coefficients may be acceptable for
practical engineering analysis, as the absolute errors for the
specific core losses are below 10% in this situation. However,
if the flux density contains higher frequency harmonics of
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Fig. 15. Errors between the losses calculated by the CAL2 model (3) with
constant coefficients and Epstein measurements for SPA. The y-axis scale limits
are five times those of Fig. 9.

smaller amplitude, for example, below 0.3 T, the computational
error introduced in the motor simulation by the use of constant
core-loss coefficients could be significant.

IV. MODELING OF CORE LOSSES UNDER NONSINUSOIDAL

AND ROTATING MAGNETIC FIELDS

In the following, the core-loss calculations in an electric
motor are separately performed for the radial and tangential
components of the field, and the results are summated on the
understanding that this approach may not fully account for the
effect of rotational core losses [5], [15]. In the frequency do-
main, the Fourier analysis provides a powerful engineering tool.
However, as this method is implicitly based on the principle
of superposition, it should be cautiously applied, and, provided
that the contribution of the fundamental frequency is largely
dominant, the response of the nonlinear magnetic circuit can be
linearized for small variations [16].

In this case, the eddy current specific losses at any point in the
magnetic circuit can be calculated by adding the contribution of
each nth harmonic, i.e.,

we =
nmax∑
n=1

ken(nf1, Bn) · (nf1)2 · B2
n (8)

where Bn is the peak value of the radial or tangential flux
density harmonic. The above equation is valid in conjunc-
tion with the VARCO and CAL2 material models, for which,
within a given frequency range, ke varies only with induction
(Figs. 2 and 7).

For the hysteresis loss, a typical approach previously used
in [6] considered that this component is only dependent on
the fundamental frequency f1 and the peak value of the flux
density waveform, which includes no direct contributions due
to high harmonics and is affected by the minor hysteresis
loops through a correction factor [14]. In the following, an
alternative approach [5] will be employed and will consider the
individual hysteresis loss harmonic contributions for the radial

and tangential directions separately, and no correction factor for
minor loops. With the VARCO model, the hysteresis harmonic
losses are calculated as

wh =
nmax∑
n=1

khn(nf1) · (nf1) · Bα(nf1,Bn)
n (9)

and for the CAL2 model, the formula is

wh =
nmax∑
n=1

khn(nf1, Bn) · (nf1) · B2
n. (10)

The conversion from the frequency to the time domain of a
model such as (1), (2), or (3), with the coefficients derived from
sine-wave-controlled measurements, is debatable, but was nev-
ertheless performed, e.g., [17], and good results were reported
for electrical machine analysis, e.g., [2]. For the VARCO and
CAL2 models, the eddy current expression becomes

we =
1

2π2T

T∫
0

ke(f1, B) ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]2

· dt (11)

where the time integration is performed over an entire electrical
cycle of period T . A practical approximation was introduced
for ke by considering only its variation with the flux density at
the fundamental supply frequency f1, and the use of relatively
wide frequency ranges, as described in the previous sections,
facilitates this approach.

A similar simplification was employed for kh and α to enable
the computation of the hysteresis losses with the VARCO model
in the time domain as

wh =
kh(f1)

πT

T∫
0

B(t)α(f1,B)−1 ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]
· dt. (12)

In the CAL2 model, within a given frequency range, kh is
dependent only on B (Fig. 8), which provides a more straight-
forward computation of the hysteresis losses with

wh =
1

πT

T∫
0

kh(f1, B) · B(t) ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]
· dt. (13)

This equation also enables a more phenomenological expla-
nation of the significance of kh in the CAL2 material model.
The magnetic field H in a static hysteresis loop can be decom-
posed into a reversible and an irreversible component, and it
was shown in [13] that the specific hysteresis loss is

wh =
1

ρV T

T∫
0

Hirr ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]
· dt. (14)

The irreversible field Hirr can be identified through an equiv-
alent elliptical loop approach [18] and is equal to the positive
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Fig. 16. FE model of a 12-pole BLPM motor operating in open circuit at
4000 r/min. The distribution of specific core losses is shown in shades of gray
on the watts-per-kilogram scale.

field value at zero induction. Based on (13) and (14), kh can be
calculated as

kh =
π

ρV
· Hirr

Bp
(15)

where Bp is the maximum (peak) value of induction in the
hysteresis cycle. The coefficient kh was estimated with this
formula and data from direct hysteresisgraph measurements
for the samples of SPA, SPB, and M43 at peak induction of
0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.95 T and a low frequency of 25 Hz
(Fig. 14). The relative agreement with the values identified for
CAL2, through the frequency separation procedure described in
a previous section, represents additional support to the validity
of the model. Furthermore, the comparison of the expressions
for (13) and (14) supports the choice of α = 2.

V. EXAMPLES OF ELECTRICAL MACHINE ANALYSIS

A 48-frame brushless permanent magnet (BLPM) 12-pole
prototype motor made with SPA laminations and with radially
magnetized ferrite arcs mounted on the rotor surface (Fig. 16)
provided a suitable validation choice for several reasons. At
open circuit, the field in the tooth and, to some extent, even
in the yoke is basically unidirectional along the radial and
tangential directions, respectively (Fig. 17). Furthermore, the
large majority—almost 90%—of the core losses are produced
in the teeth, which means that the overall effect of rotational
core losses is reduced. Additionally, the prototype motor is
fitted within a relatively thin frame of rolled steel that does not
significantly stress the core and, therefore, does not introduce
supplementary power losses [5].

The core losses at open circuit were calculated in the fre-
quency and time domains using the VARCO and CAL2 material
models together with an FEA software [19], and the results

Fig. 17. Waveforms of the radial and tangential flux density in the center of
the tooth and center yoke above the midslot for the BLPM motor of Fig. 16.

TABLE II
OPEN CIRCUIT CORE LOSSES IN THE BLPM MOTOR OF FIGS. 16 AND 17

listed in Table II satisfactorily compare with the measure-
ments. This conclusion takes into account the inherent errors
of the material models, as shown, for example, in Figs. 5, 9,
and 10, as well as the challenges of testing a small motor, which
were also recognized by a wide group of researchers [5]. The
motor losses were measured with an input–output test based on
the difference between the power that is required to drive in
open circuit a motor with a magnetized rotor and, separately,
another motor made by combining the same stator with a rotor
equipped with unmagnetized magnets. The measurements were
repeatedly done, and the results were averaged and rounded
to 0.5 W.

Another validation example is from the on-load operation
of a 184-frame six-pole interior permanent magnet (IPM) pro-
totype motor with a laminated stator and rotor made of SPA
steel and NdFeB magnets (Fig. 18). Approximately two thirds
of the stator core losses for this motor are produced in the teeth,
which are subjected to a substantially radial alternating field,
whereas the back-iron experiences both radial and tangential
field components that can cause rotational core losses (Fig. 19).
These could partially explain the systematic underestimation
from Table III, with other possible sources for the differences
being the additional mechanical stress caused by the cast iron
frame [5], the core manufacturing process [20], and even the
accuracy of the measurements.

The test values reported in the last column of Table III were
calculated from the data of an input–output test as the difference
between the total losses and the sum between the copper
losses and windage and friction losses and, therefore, include,
in addition to the stator core losses, supplementary losses in
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Fig. 18. FE model of a six-pole IPM motor operating at 3500 r/min with half
of the rated electric current loading. The distribution of specific core losses is
shown in shades of gray on the watts-per-kilogram scale.

Fig. 19. Waveforms of the radial and tangential flux density in the center of
the tooth and center yoke above the midslot for the IPM motor operating at
1750 r/min with the rated electric current loading.

TABLE III
ON LOAD CORE LOSSES IN THE IPM MOTOR OF FIGS. 18 AND 19

the rotor core and magnets. The motor phase terminals were
connected in two different arrangements for rated (low) and
high-speed operation, respectively, and testing was performed
with a vector-controlled sine-wave drive. In the high-speed

TABLE IV
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SPACE HARMONICS TO THE REGIONAL

CORE LOSSES IN THE EXAMPLE IPM

connection, on each phase, two winding sections (paths) are
connected in parallel, and, in this case, the motor was loaded
only up to half of the rated current loading (ampere-turns).

With reference to Table III, it is interesting to note that the
results of the time domain simulation are typically lower than
for the harmonic analysis, this being in line with the findings
of other authors who employed similar computational methods
but different material models [5]. However, this trend is not
present in the BLPM motor results reported in Table II, and a
possible reason could be the dominant effect of the fundamental
of the flux density in the motor teeth. On the other hand, the
content of high harmonics in the IPM flux density waveforms
is significant (Fig. 19) and reflects in the contributions to the
core losses calculated with the CAL2 material model and listed
in Table IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

Of the two specific core-loss models presented in this paper,
the CAL2 model—which assumes a constant value of 2 for
the power coefficient α of the hysteresis losses and, within a
given frequency range, a variation only with induction of the
eddy current coefficient ke and of the multiplicative hysteresis
coefficient kh—is advantageous for application to practical
engineering analysis. The model coefficients are identifiable
through a simple procedure from multifrequency standard
Epstein or SST measurements, and a reasonable amount of
experimental data are required to ensure acceptable errors over
a wide range of frequencies between 20 Hz and 2 kHz and
induction up to 2 T.

For the CAL2 model, the variation of ke with induction
was derived with minimal perturbations at the first step of
the identification procedure, and the values are comparable
with those for the other newly described model—the VARCO
model. In the two models, ke incorporates at least part of
the contribution of anomalous or excess losses. Additional
phenomenological support for the CAL2 model is provided
by the fact that the values of kh are comparable to those
directly calculated and/or measured from a very low frequency
hysteresis cycle. The validation results for example prototype
motors indicate that the model is suitable for electrical machine
analysis, particularly in the industrial environment where the
use of data from widely available standardized material testing
procedures and the speed of completing a successful design are
very important.
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